
How Do I Know The Model Is
Compliant?

Who’s Monitoring The Model
For Me?

Zest software creates models based on
your funded and unfunded members from
your region to make an accurate call on
every new applicant coming in the door.
Our models have endured recessions
and pandemics with flying colors.

Ask how many live CU models it has
deployed in the U.S. vs mere proof of
concept work. Ask if its performance is
at all boosted by pre-built features (that
can quickly decay in volatile conditions).
Ask if it uses counterfactuals to train.

Ask what (if any) fair lending testing it
does on your models. Ask how it ensures
its models cause as small a difference as
possible in approvals for people of color
and other protected groups.

Ask for the model documentation. Ask
for examples of successful exams from
its prior clients. Ask what it does to
protect your member data. Ask if you’re
okay seeing your member data sent
overseas for modeling work.

Ask if it uses its own monitoring tools or
outsources it to third-party software.
Ask if it can relate the performance of
loans to the performance of the models.
Ask if it does any financial performance
monitoring at all.

Ask how long it took to get its last credit
union client model into production, if it
has any at all. Ask about client support
levels. Ensure that fast promises and
quick results don’t leave your team
behind in the long run.

Zest automates the entire fair lending
analysis process so you develop
models that make fair credit decisions.
Zest by default optimizes your models
for fairness and accuracy so you can
approve more members.

Zest produces a thorough model risk
management document for every client,
more than you need to satisfy regulators.
Several clients have passed exams, with
one federal examiner saying Zest has the
most comprehensive compliance he’d
ever seen.

Zest software is built to the unique
requirements of AI underwriting to
include both variable and economic
monitoring to ensure you’re never in the
dark and can respond to changes
quickly. You have total control and
visibility at all times.

Zest CU clients can begin scoring on a
better model in weeks with end-to-end
software automation, experienced
service teams, and flexible integrations
for your current loan flow.

How Fast And Easy Is
It To Get This Live?

How Do I Know These Results
Are Real?

Do You Do Any Fair Lending
Testing?

Z e s t A I M o d e l M a n a g e m e n t S y s t e m

Switching to AI-driven lending? Good choice! Now be

sure you’ve chosen the right AI partner. Folks out there

are selling models with flashy promises. You need a

partner you can trust, one who’s been there many times

before and checks every compliance box. Zest has

converted more credit unions to live AI scoring than

anyone in the industry. Our software is the regulatory

gold standard and we’ve been at it longer than anyone.

Here’s what we’d ask us or any vendor:

How To Choose An AI Lending Partner

There are many providers making new technology promises. We want to help you ask the right questions, identify the best solution for your 

organization, and enable you to build a stronger, more competitive financial institution. At Zest, we commit to deliver the transparency, control,

and competitive advantage in credit scoring you need to be successul now and in the future.
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